More than smart.
Truly intelligent IoT.
An interconnected ecosystem that delivers
actionable insights—and real business value.
The Internet of Things is fundamentally changing how we interact with the physical world.
By connecting everything from industrial equipment to cars to our natural environment,
we can know things that were previously unknowable. We will also be flooded with
massive amounts of data. This means the future belongs to organizations that can
transform IoT-gathered data into insight-rich information, fueling faster, more accurate
and more cost-effective decision-making than the competition.
Dell Technologies helps you unlock the full potential of IoT by enabling you to architect
for better outcomes, on your terms today and tomorrow, while de-risking your IoT
journey. Working with Dell Technologies and our curated partners, you’ll be able to
deploy solutions that create value quickly and give you the confidence to move forward
decisively. With our industry-leading expertise and services, broad portfolio and open
architecture, we bring more intelligence to every stage of IoT, from the edge to the cloud.
Dell Technologies IoT connects billions of small things but is ultimately about one big
thing: your business value. Increase operational efficiency. Deliver compelling customer
experiences. Maximize safety and mitigate risks. Create new revenue models. It’s all
possible when you partner with us.

The more intelligent choice for your IoT.
We accelerate your success by bringing you faster ROI, increased choice and flexibility, and the confidence
your data is protected from end to end.

Architect for continuously better outcomes.
Choose the partner who drives
your growth—and scales
with it. Dell Technologies
combines tools from our broad
IoT infrastructure portfolio to
create end-to-end solutions
that distribute analytics
from the edge to the cloud,
enabling you to make decisions
smarter, faster and more costeffectively. They also get more
intelligent with every action,
over time delivering strategic
insights that can transform
your enterprise.
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On your terms today and tomorrow.
Save time and money by seamlessly integrating your existing technologies into your IoT initiatives. Dell Technologies’
open architectures are designed for maximum interoperability and shaped by our expertise across use cases and
industries, including energy, manufacturing, transportation and logistics, utilities and retail. Our 70+ Dell IoT Solutions
Partners can help you implement tailored solutions for specific use cases in your vertical. Bring disparate OT and IT
applications together at the IoT edge for repeatable, ROI-driving work.

De-risk your digital journey.

years securing IT systems

years of making things smarter

POCs and counting

Use-case specific blueprints

Get started today at delltechnologies.com/iot.

Secure and manage hundreds, thousands, even millions of
things—and their associated data. We provide you with
Tier-1, Enterprise Class reliability and expertise, along with
the nimble thinking needed to adapt to ever-changing
demands. Dell Technologies IoT has you covered, edge to
cloud, wherever your business takes you.
•
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•

World class supply chain and global availability
Global support and deployment capabilities
Flexible financing options
OEM business expertise and configuration capabilities

